
THE LIFE AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THOMAS CLEMENT TOMMY

DOUGLAS A CANADIAN SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC POLITICIAN

Thomas Clement Douglas PC CC SOM (20 October â€“ 24 February ) was a Canadian politician who served as Premier
of Saskatchewan from to and Leader of the New Democratic Party from to A Baptist minister, he was elected to the
House of Commons of Canada in His cabinet was the first democratic socialist government in North America.

In August the NDP's founding convention chose him as leader by 1, votes to  Through the s, his government
diversified the economy and paid off the provincial debt, which had been the highest in Canada. There he met
a farmer's daughter named Irma Dempsey who would later become his wife. Weyburn was just starting to feel
the ravages of drought and economic depression. On 22 June , Douglas was appointed to the Order of Canada
as a Companion for his service as a political leader, and innovator in public policy. Written by Ian McLeod.
Thus, respectable momentum was given to the idea that finally came to fruition, on 17 April , with the
proclamation of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Douglas left the college with an almost
agnostic view of Christian doctrines, regarding freedom of thought as part of his Baptist heritage. At the time,
many doctors and their allies decried his medicare plan as dictatorial and vowed never to accept it; by the
mids, it was such a success that Canada adopted it nationwide. Did You Know? This time, though, he was
inspired by pacifist social reformers like J. A statue of him was erected in his hometown of Weyburn in
October  Grandfather of Kiefer Sutherland. I don't brood about it. The movie was widely derided by critics as
being historically inaccurate. Fortunately, a well-known orthopaedic surgeon, Dr. His early years oversaw
rapid change: the extension of state-operated electric power and telephone service to rural areas, the launch of
a government automobile insurance corporation, and the introduction of free hospital care. In the summer of ,
Saskatchewan became the centre of a hard-fought struggle between the provincial government, the North
American medical establishment, and the province's physicians, who brought things to a halt with the
Saskatchewan doctors' strike. Lipset, retained a high degree of involvement and accountability. Particularly,
the movie's portrayal of James Gardiner , premier of Saskatchewan from the late s to mids, was objected to by
political historians and the Gardiner family itself. Although he found work in Winnipeg, the next few years
were difficult for his young son. Douglas assumed the leadership of the growing provincial CCF in  When
Tommy was ordained in , the church offered him a permanent ministry. A shortage of ordained clergy forced
smaller congregations to rely on student ministers. He never completed his PhD thesis, but was deeply
disturbed by his field work in the Depression-era "jungles" or hobo camps where about 75, transients sheltered
in lean-tos venturing out by day to beg or to steal. Tommy Douglas spent his retirement years tending his land
in the Gatineau Hills just north of Ottawa, but he remained a vocal, passionate presence in the NDP and in
Canadian political life, especially on the subject of medicare. On 21 June , Douglas watched as members of
the North-West Mounted Police fired their revolvers into a crowd of protesters, killing one and wounding
several others.


